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ABSTRACT
This provocation shows how five emerging digital citizenship regimes are rescaling European nation-states through a taxonomy: (i) the globalised/generalisable regime called pandemic citizenship that clarifies how post-COVID-19 datafication processes have amplified the emergence of four digital citizenship regimes in six city-regions; (ii) algorithmic citizenship (Tallinn); (iii) liquid citizenship (Barcelona/Amsterdam); (iv) metropolitan citizenship (Cardiff); and (v) stateless citizenship (Barcelona/Glasgow/Bilbao). I argue that this phenomenon should matter to us insofar as these emerging digital citizenship regimes have resulted in nation-state space rescaling, challenging its heretofore privileged position as the only natural platform for the monopoly of technopolitical and sensory power.
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Rescaling European nation-states in postpandemic technopolitical democracies

The flagship Big Tech firms of surveillance capitalism (Zuboff, 2019), such as Google and Facebook, have already assumed many functions previously associated with the nation-state, from cartography to citizen surveillance, which has deterritorialised, liquified, and datafied citizenship (Amoore, 2021, 2022; Aradau & Blanke, 2021; Calzada, 2020a, 2021a; Orgad & Baübock, 2018) and thus posed the question around the need to better articulate postpandemic technopolitical democracies in Europe (Calzada & Ahedo, 2021; Goodman, 2022). At the same time, this pervasive process has resulted in nation-state space rescaling, undermining its heretofore privileged position, so far, the only natural platform and geographical expression for the monopoly of sensory power (Isin & Ruppert, 2020; Moisio et al., 2020), and further creating technopolitical and city-regional
dynamics inside states’ borders while paradoxically reinforcing the external borders (Allen, 2020; Chouliaraki & Georgiou, 2022). Hence, as Jessop anticipated (1990) and as exacerbated in postpandemic times, the territorial coincidence of European nation-states, governing order, economy, (digital) citizenship, and identity can no longer be taken for granted.

Consequently, as I see it, European nation-states cannot fully interpret the changing regimes and patterns of digital citizenship since, within nation-states, city-regional governments often behave differently by claiming a say in digitally affected socio-economic and socio-political policy matters (Mitchell, 1991; Taylor, 1994). These technopolitical matters have given rise to an urge to systematically address the question of whether and to what extent ubiquitous dataveillance is compatible with citizens’ digital being in European nation-states (Isin & Ruppert, 2015). Such matters cover demands for not only data privacy, ownership, sovereignty, donation, co-operation, self-determination, trust, access, and ethics but also AI transparency, algorithmic automatization, and, ultimately, democratic accountability for digital citizenship, which may inevitably transform the current interpretation of the nation-state as ‘the clear and coherent mapping of a relatively culturally homogeneous group onto a territory with a singular and organized state apparatus of rule’ (Agnew, 2017, p. 347) and its relationship with digital citizenship (Mossberger et al., 2007).

Against this backdrop of the implementation of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in Europe – unlike in the US and China – a debate emerged on the role of citizens and their relationship with data and algorithms, extending beyond nation-states and playing out primarily in European city-regions (Calzada, 2015). The emergence of algorithmic disruption has spurred a call to action for city-regions in Europe, establishing the need to map out the technopolitical debate on datafication processes or dataism, Big Data’s deterministic ideology (Harari, 2018; van Dijck, 2014). Moreover, this disruption has highlighted the potential requirements for establishing regulatory frameworks to protect citizens’ digital rights in city-regions (Calzada, 2021b; Calzada et al., 2021) and facilitate data sovereignty, altruism, and donations through data co-operatives (Calzada, 2020b, 2021c).

In these unprecedented postpandemic biopolitical times, these requirements may have pervasively fostered new modes of being a digital citizen (Isin & Ruppert, 2015) in certain urban areas while unwittingly or deliberately contributing to rescaling the nation-state in Europe (Keating, 2013). On the one hand, regarding the technopolitical awareness of data, these dynamics involve addressing concerns about biometric technologies (e.g. vaccine passports), rolling out algorithmic identity tools for citizenship (e.g. the ongoing e-Residency policy framework) and engaging in counter-reaction to extractivist data models (e.g. through digital rights claims). On the other hand, the dynamics relate to the increasing socio-economic re-foundational awareness and counterreaction (e.g. through internal post-Brexit response in Wales), city-regional self-confidence through community empowerment (e.g. through data co-operatives), and socio-political self-determination through devolution (and independence) and demands in favour of the right to decide (e.g. on indigenous data sovereignty; Hummel et al., 2021).

Hence, in this provocation piece, I argue that several emerging digital citizenship regimes in European city-regions may be pervasively rescaling European nation-states. As such, the current pandemic crisis is pervasively related to data and algorithmic
governance issues that expose pandemic citizens to vulnerability from a potential surveillance nation-state. At this stage, the debate at least in Europe – acknowledging significant variations in digital/data regulatory and legal frameworks, as known as digital constitutionalism across world regions – regarding urban liberties, digital rights, and cybercontrol, has led some pandemic citizens to consider postpandemic society one of control, with abundant critique on this topic flourishing from the cybernetic and disease surveillance perspectives.

**Emerging digital citizenship regimes**

Hyperglobalist scholars forecast the imminent demise of national state power, and consequently borders, because of the purportedly borderless, politically uncontrollable forces of global economic integration (Ohmae, 1995). In contrast, a growing body of literature on state rescaling and associated state spaces and practices provides a strong counterargument: that national states are being qualitatively transformed – not eroded or dismantled – under contemporary capitalist conditions (Brenner, 2009). Rescaling is defined by Keating as ‘the migration of various systems of new levels, above, below, and across the bounded nation-state’ (Keating, 2013, p. 6). Moreover, the current postpandemic crisis (and even in the dramatic aftermath of Ukraine’s invasion) is increasingly showing that the more nation-states are reinforced, the more pandemic citizens’ lives seem to be datafied or liquified (Bauman, 2000). This technopolitical liquified dynamic means that citizens’ uncontrollable algorithmic exposure, which translates to massive digital (and even physical) vulnerability, is being combined with a lack of civil liberties and constant limitations on the freedom of movement (Dumbrava, 2017).

Moreover, recent postpandemic biopolitical dynamics demand further empirical, timely, and ambitious transdisciplinary research on the right to algorithmic transparency, borderless residency (i.e. Tallinn), digital rights and privacy (i.e. Barcelona and Amsterdam), data co-operatives (i.e. Cardiff), donation and altruism, data sovereignty (i.e. Glasgow, Bilbao, and Barcelona), and overall democratic city-regional accountability. Such approaches have advanced existing knowledge of the relationship between the rescaling of European nation-states and the emergence of new forms of emancipatory citizenship in Europe beyond the formal state citizenship (Arrighi & Stjepanović, 2019).

**A taxonomy of emerging digital citizenship regimes**

‘Digital citizenship is typically defined through people’s action, rather than by their formal status of belonging to a nation-state and the rights and responsibilities that come with it’ (Hintz et al., 2017, p. 731). Nonetheless, the notion of citizenship could be problematized further by including not only bottom-up and emancipatory approaches as this article adopt but also a formal, conventional, longstanding, passive, and top-down conceptualisations of the digital economy (Zuboff, 2019) that define citizenship as a set of rights and obligations accorded to individuals by a formal and established constitution of a specific nation-state. These top-down perspectives stem from the field known as digital constitutionalism (Celeste, 2019; De Gregorio, 2022; Suzor, 2018), which refer to the eminently European nation-states’ regulatory framework on digital and data policies, neither considering the emancipatory approach of individuals striving digital rights (Calzada,
nor the counter-reaction from city-regions. Among the many perspectives on digital citizenship (Couldry et al., 2014; McCosker et al., 2016; Moraes & Andrade, 2015; Mossberger et al., 2007), this article conceptually frames the taxonomy around the emancipatory push by individuals and city-regions in their proactive attempt to rescale nation-states towards self-expression and the articulation of the digital rights for which they have not been accorded.

Consequently, this provocation aims to challenge the existing interpretation of how five emerging digital citizenship regimes are actively, collectively, and ubiquitously rescaling the current conceptualisation of European nation-states in relation to datafied and surveillance societies. To provide several pieces of evidence and thus to spark a debate, this provocation presents a highly generalisable, emerging, globalised digital citizenship regime called (i) pandemic citizenship (Calzada, 2020a, 2021a, 2022) as well as four unique, non-generalisable, and interrelated emerging citizenship regimes that are technopoliticised and city-regionalised, identifying and examining them in certain urban areas. Overall, pandemic citizenship is a necessary and novel term insofar as state-citizenship relations have been highly mediated through data and algorithms in the postpandemic era by demanding in-depth examination of the transformations in several digital citizenship regimes (Tammppu et al., 2022). The remaining regimes are (ii) algorithmic, (iii) liquid, (iv) metropolitan, and (v) stateless citizenship; these intertwined citizenship regimes are not necessarily mutually exclusive and overlap to greater or lesser degrees (Isin & Turner, 2007; Turner, 2017) (Figure 1).

Pandemic citizenship represents digital citizens on permanent alert – with reduced mobility patterns, 24/7 hyper-connectedness, and conscious or unconscious effects of a globalised interdependence – sharing not only fears, uncertainties, and risks, but also postpandemic resilient life strategies (even beyond nation-states’ borders). A generalisable and globalised regime of digital citizenship is driven by COVID-19 and results in several rescaling outcomes, such as contact tracing apps, biometric technologies, vaccine passports, and vaccine nationalism. The rescaling of nation-states occurs by constraining borderless mobility and employing constant tracking and biometric surveillance of pandemic citizens while strengthening and permanently solidifying nation-state borders (Calzada, 2021a, 2022; Calzada & Bustard, 2022; Cheney-Lippold, 2017; Foucault, 2003).

Algorithmic citizenship is instantiated in decentralised blockchain ledgers implemented by the small state of Estonia through its e-Residency programme, particularly in Tallinn as the leading avant-garde entrepreneurial urban hub impacting the networking structures of global urban spaces. This programme offers non-residents, independent of their citizenship and place of residence, remote access to Estonia’s well-advanced digital infrastructure and e-services via government-supported digital identity documents issued in the form of a smart identity card (e-Resident ID). This non-generalisable digital citizenship regime is driven by blockchain, resulting in the following rescaling outcomes: e-Residence and digital identity programmes (Atzori, 2017; Calzada, 2018a).

Liquid citizenship is represented, in the aftermath of the GDPR, by citizenship in city-regions such as Amsterdam and Barcelona in Europe – alongside New York in the US – that counter-reacted against dataism by launching the Cities’ Coalition for Digital Rights, a joint initiative to claim, promote, and track progress in protecting citizens’ digital rights
to revert the extractivism of data-opolies. This non-generalisable digital citizenship regime is driven by dataism, resulting in digital rights and privacy rescaling outcomes. Rescaling occurs from 50 global 'people-centered smart cities' that actively advocate for digital rights (Calzada, 2018b, 2021b, 2021d; Calzada et al., 2021).

In the aftermath of Brexit, metropolitan citizenship is represented through the Foundational Economy paradigm in Cardiff (Wales), which provides a way to socio-economically re-empower city-regional communities. This non-generalisable digital citizenship regime is driven by Brexit, resulting in Radical Federalism from Cardiff in Wales. Rescaling thus occurs via socio-economically empowering city-regional communities through data co-operatives (Calzada, 2020b, 2021c) as the recent Senedd deal between Welsh Labour and Plaid Cymru attempts to foster.

Stateless citizenship is represented through socio-political claims for the devolution of powers to diverse and distinct degrees in Glasgow, Barcelona, and Bilbao. This non-generalisable digital citizenship regime is driven by devolution, resulting in the right to decide and data sovereignty rescaling outcomes (Calzada, 2018c, 2019). Despite different pathways in the three cases, data sovereignty is a joint demand by local authorities and
regional governments as recently revealed through research findings collected about Barcelona/Catalonia and Glasgow/Scotland around the role of the public sector in regulating AI and promoting data and platform co-operatives (Calzada et al., 2021).

Final remark

The digital citizenship regimes pervasively emerging in several European city-regions should matter to us, for the nature of rescaling of nation-states, as briefly presented in this provocation piece, remains scarcely examined through the present bio-political, technopolitical, and city-regional transdisciplinary perspective. This piece aims to encourage more discussion on the methodological globalism and state-geographies to help further examine nation-state rescaling and digital citizenship relations. At the same time, this discussion poses methodological globalism-related challenges for contemporary political geography, critical data science, digital studies, social innovation, and regional studies. Methodological globalism is ‘a tendency for social scientists to prioritize the analysis of globalization processes over and above knowledge of the variety of socio-spatial structures, processes, and practices that shape state forms and functions at various territorial scales’ (Moisio et al., 2020, p. 14). Therefore, I suggest the following future research avenues around the digital citizenship and state-geographies nexus: (i) indigenous geographies and digital rights, (ii) datafication and digitalisation, (iii) state-citizens relationship, and (iv) thinking beyond the state, operationalising the cutting-edge term algorithmic nation (Calzada, 2018a; Calzada & Bustard, 2022).

In conclusion, I have argued that the five intertwined emerging digital citizenship regimes discussed here – pandemic, algorithmic, liquid, metropolitan, and stateless – are significant and should thus matter to us, in Europe and across other world regions, for two key reasons:

First, the regimes are novel, dynamic, and real-time representations of the permanent reconstitution processes of digital citizenship within nation-states in liberal democracies, attempting to overcome the conventional static analysis of the increasingly brittle relationship between citizenship and the state by suggesting nuanced explanations featuring a diverse set of drivers fuelling the rescaling (e.g. COVID-19, blockchain, dataism, Brexit, and devolution).

Second, and consequently, the regimes are constantly in flux and rescaling nation-states in an unexpected fashion by altering technopolitical and city-regional configurations that directly affect digital citizenship by either undermining or bolstering citizens’ rights to have digital rights. As a result of this rescaling of nation-states in Europe, since external borders are solidifying while citizens’ lives are liquifying and the influence of digital forms of being is increasing, the concept of citizenship is in flux (Bauman, 2000); in this context, the urban scale is a quintessential setting to investigate the global swing towards pandemic citizenship regimes and forms.

In sum, the overview of the conceptual taxonomy introduced here offers a window into navigating citizenship during the uncertain postpandemic times in Europe. The examination of these current regimes does not offer generalisable results but instead provides a potential path to follow in extending this taxonomy across Europe and other world regions.
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